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To the Editor

I refer to Nicholas Stuart’s article, “An Australian defence export industry? Nice PR strategy,
but it won't happen” (CT 14 February).  While it was published on Valentine’s Day there was
little love for an industry that promises so much for Australia and is already contributing to
growing exports and delivering quality jobs and high-level skills.

Mr Stuart’s comment that “We're just not good at manufacturing” is dismissive of the almost
900,000 Australians currently employed in manufacturing who make up around 7.3 per cent of
our total workforce.  And further expanding defence exports and defence manufacturing
promises to add even more to that vital sector of our economy.

We have a proud manufacturing record both in Defence and more broadly. Thales
Bushmaster, CEA phased array radar, Austal ships are world beaters in terms of our Australian
capabilities and export potential.

Mr Stuart also argues that we cannot “create a significant export industry where none exists”.
Austrade estimates that the defence industry employs around 27 000 Australians and while
there is no specific ABS data on defence exports it has been estimated by the Federal
Government that defence exports amount to between $1.5 billion to $2.5 billion a year.  That’s
hardly insignificant and could be even larger when supply chains and other factors are added
in.

Finally, there is no doubt whatsoever that having a domestic defence industry is essential for
our national security.  But for the defence industry to be viable and succeed in our relatively
small local market it is crucial that it develops export opportunities as well.

With the right policy settings, leadership, and investment we can create an even more
successful defence industry.  It’s often said that it is better to aim high than to succeed in
aiming low and the stretch goals that Minister Pyne has set for defence exports are definitely
something worth aiming for.
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